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A Spectacle to Appal Mankind
w
hen the great organisations of this world are strained beyond
breaking point their structure often collapses at all points
simultaneously.    There is nothing on which policy, however wise, can
build ; no foothold can be found for virtue or valour, no authority or
impetus for a rescuing genius.
The mighty framework of German Imperial Power, which a few
days before had overshadowed the nations, shivered suddenly into a
thousand individually disintegrating fragments. All her Allies whom
she had so long sustained fell down broken and ruined, begging
separately for peace. The faithful armies were beaten at the front
9and^demoralised from the rear. The proud, efficient Navy mutinied.
ReVcl^ofion exploded in the most disciplined and docile of States.
The Supreme War Lord fled.
Such a spectacle appals mankind ; and a knell rang in the ear of
the victors, even in their hour of triumph. Winston Churchill
I
 They Told Him So
gave my life for freedom—This I know,
For those who bade me fight had told me so.
W. N. Ewer
Is It the End?
npHE curtain falls upon the long front in France and Flanders, The
1 soothing hands of Time and Nature, the swift repair of peaceful
industry, have already almost effaced the crater fields and the battle
lines which in a broad belt from the Vosges to the sea lately blackened
the smiling fields of France. The ruins are rebuilt, the riven trees are
replaced by new plantations. Only the cemeteries, the monuments
and stunted steeples, with here and there a mouldering trench or huge
mine-crater lake, assail the traveller with the fact that twenty-five
millions of soldiers fought here and twelve millions shed their blood
or perished in the greatest of all human contentions.
Merciful oblivion draws its veils; the crippled limp away; the
mourners fall back into the sad twilight of memory. New youth Is
here to claim its rights, and the perennial stream flows forward even
in the battle zone, as if the tale were all a dream,
Is this the end ? Is it to be merely a chapter in a cruel and
senseless story ? Will a new generation in their turn be immolated
to square the black accounts of Teuton and Gaul ? Will our children
bleed and gasp again in devastated lands ? Or will there spring from
the very fires of conflict that reconciliation of the three giant combat-
ants which, would unite their genius and secure to each in safety and
freedom a share in rebuilding the glory of Europe ?
Winston Churchitt

